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Thesis Statment

Transformation of a Neighborhood into a Selfsustaining
Community
through
Revelation,
Recogintion, and Engagement.
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Thesis Abstract

Good design has the potential to benefit more people
than it currently does. Design can play a direct role in
addressing critical issues that we face. The process of
creating the built environment can allow communities
and individuals to improve and celebrate their lives.
It can help solve their struggles by reshaping their
existence. But currently the opportunity to create a
built environment is reversed only for the very few, the
elite, the highest income bracket served to excess by
market force. Designers have let these market forces
alone determine whom we serve, what issues we
address, and the shape of all our design professions.
How can we expand the practice of design to provide
for the rest, the great number currently underserved,
and to play an active role in responding to the social
challenges we face in the world? By expanding
the population we serve and the services we offer,
designers can play a significant role in addressing the
most critical issues we face in the world today, such
as the youth and domestic-abuse dilemma. We need
a career path, and possibly even a profession, of
public-interest architecture, parallel to public health
and public defense, that has its own education
requirements, financial support, and client base.
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Thesis Paper
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Throughout the world today architecture and all of
the design professions are undergoing a major transformation
that is proactive and reactive; proactive as a search for roles
with greater relevance, and reactive as a response to the
humanitarian crises facing the world. There are many questions
that are in the minds of architects, such as how can designers
and planners become active agents in making positive
changes in the world? How can design and planning be part
of a movement for social and environmental justice? How
can activism reinvigorate the social practice of architecture,
landscape architecture, urban design, and planning?
The practice of architecture is similar to the practices
of physicians and lawyers, in that professionals work mainly
with clients, wealthy individuals, corporations, institutions, and
government; who can afford to pay professional fees and who
receive, in exchange, highly customized responses to their specific
needs. In architecture, this form of practice has led to the design
and construction of many visually powerful and functionally
successful buildings, but it also greatly limits the number and
types of people served by the profession. (Barnett 24-25)
With global population anticipated to increase to about
nine billion by 2050, the United Nation expects the number of
people living in slums to reach two billion by the same date.
(Whyte 47) We have already seen how the sense of hopelessness
and anger that young people feel in such situations can lead
them to embrace various kinds of violence. (Glazer 52) As such
calamities come to our attention; there is an urgent need to
address these issues, which places community design and
public-interest architecture at the very center of public concern.

Changes in education and practice have begun to
follow these changes in demand and expectations. Traditionally,
in most schools of architecture the curriculum prepares students
to meet the building needs of relatively wealthy individuals and
organizations, even though most of the growth in population
and most of the need for architectural services exists among
billions of impoverished people across the planet. So I ask the
question, what might a whole new profession that focuses on
public-interest architecture look like? Although the traditional
practice of architecture parallels those of other professions such
as medicine and law, architects do not have the benefit of an
insurance system that protects patients from paying the high
fees of doctors, or the contingency based fee agreements of
lawyers who get paid if they win the case. Nor do most architects
have the ongoing relationships and repeat business that many
doctors have with their patients or lawyers with their clients.
Public health and social justice has, provided an
opportunity for designers to connect with the funding sources and
government and nonprofit organization that have traditionally
supported public health. Because of that connection, the
practice of public-interest architecture might end up having a
much stronger body of research behind it, as well as a more
diverse set of disciplines working with it. While the traditional
design and engineer fields will continue to be a part of publicinterest practice, professionals who do not normally work with
architects, such as public-health physicians, social workers,
sociologists, child care, and anthropologists might being doing
so. This could then allow design to connect to the community and
the user. When other professions collaborate with architects in
the design process, it allows that design to be more thought out.
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Architects can easily increase the number of clients that
we serve. Right now there is a large contingent of potential
clients that we are not reaching, and there is no competition for
their projects. These clients have needs that represent the most
exciting design challenges in existence such as the domesticabuse dilemma and the problems with the youth in Detroit. Yet
the great majority of this public does not know what design is,
or why they might want it, or how it could influence them. It is
our job to explain this, to define and communicate the value
of architecture. We can use our training and talent to make
broader contributions to the world, but it will require that many
of us change the way we practice architecture. In “Good
Deeds, Good Design: Community Service through Architecture”
by Robert M. Feldman, he defines activist practice as the act
of architects leaving the office, engaging a community, and
seeking a need for design in that community, rather than passively
waiting for clients to come to them. (Bell 34-36) He also defines
operative practice as “any intentional, creative action-formal,
programmatic, fiscal, functional, physical, social, political, or
aesthetic,” that achieves lasting positive changes. (Bell 53) These
two notions are examples of ways we can redefine practice
so as to free ourselves from our traditional, limited role and to
empower ourselves to make the contributions that we believe
designers can and should make. A lot of people are optimistic
about the future of design within this desperate city of Detroit.
Detroit is at a time where a new chapter is ready to begin, and it
is our generation that could shape this city. Architects can play
key roles as we give new forms to the diverse needs of the future.
Architecture can both do good by societal standards
and be good by professional standards, and design does not
have to be compromised in the process of serving the needs of
others. The voice of change collectively call for the activation of
a politicized and specialized project that will work to counteract
the forces that typically control production of and access to
space. We claim that the political work of architecture is not
limited to the work of building. We assert that the political can

be beautiful and that architecture can be socially engaged
in ways that sidestep the conflicts of ethics versus aesthetics
and finance verse virtue. The forces that influence the ideas,
knowledge bases, and practices of our discipline are in
constant flux. If our political engagement is to move beyond
tiny empowerments and towards systemic changes, we must
find a way to move out of the cacophony of a million voices
and towards the harmony of a choir that obtains its power from
collectivity. What is needed is an architecture that moves the field
beyond the design of buildings and towards the design of new
processes of engagement with the political forces that shape
theories, practices, academies, policies, and communities.
Experiments in architectural education have the potential
to expand the field of engagement and to initiate students and
faculty into the political aspects of architecture. We need to
create a framework for an architecture of change that returns
the political to design, not selectively but completely. The return
of the political to architecture does not involve designing a
building but designing a process of political engagement,
one by which architectural ideas, strategies, practice, and
values are developed and disseminated in collaboration
and contestation with greater society. This is a vision in which
the only avenue through the architecture academy involves
engagement with real issues affecting citizens and communities.
To support an architecture of change, a foundation
theory that is based on action and provides a counterpoint
to the current post critical turn is necessary. We need a theory
that is practicable and ask citizens to participate and to be
engaged in the process, architects to reinvent, academic
administration to rethink, and politicians to again become
accountable. Such a theory would examine the fragmentation
in the current system of architectural education and practice,
where the political has been separated from the profession’s
aesthetic, culture, and economic dimension and it would
attempt to reconnect these domains. To achieve this goal
such a theory would collapse the layers of politics, culture, and
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economics presently strewn about the landscape of architecture
education in an attempt to build a unifying framework within
which to capture the trajectories of change. In collapsing
these layers it is imperative that we examine their impacts
both independently and jointly on architectural curriculums.
Nathan Glazer in “The Public Face of Architecture”
explains that in order for reconstruction to happen it would
require three points of action. First, an understanding of the
role of the market in realizing design should be integral to the
education of an architect. We must know how to calculate and
evaluate the effects of our proposals, both in terms of dollars
and relative to their contributions to the spaces of our cities. By
understanding this you are able to identify if your project will be
buildable, profitable and sustainable. Architecture should not
be manifested at the expense of our communities. At the same
time we also must question the tendency to blindly accept
the market as a guide principle. This uncritical acceptance is
disempowering and undermines our capacity to conceive
of alternatives or to define architecture differently. Instead of
trying to move entirely outside of the influence of capitalism,
we need to challenge capitalism from within. We can refuse to
pay unquestioningly by market rules that insist on the profitability
of design; we can investigate the market spatial impact and
look for ways to circumvent its negative influences. This can
be accomplished through actively and continually engaging
citizens and communities in democratic design strategies and
participatory architecture. This practice refuses to conceive of
architecture as a product that is designed and then turned over
to the market, instead architecture should empower architects,
designers, and most important the citizens to build their own
future. Of cores this will require us to ground ourselves in our
diverse community and be prepared to collaborate. The goal
is to transform design from a reactive process to a proactive
one, working through collaborative relationships with citizens
to imagine new possibilities, processes, and implementation
strategies that challenge traditional methods and market norms.

Nathan’s second point is that- we must reconsider the
power of utopian thinking as a way to form a unified font. Utopian
thinking can help consolidate a movement behind a set of
ideals, goals, and principles that redefine design as a mode of
political and social action. This is not a nostalgic act but instead
an attempt to redefine utopianism as a process and to view
social and political organization as tools to help us articulate new
emancipated spaces not universal spaces. We have to understand
utopianism not so much as a practice but as a process, one that
has the potential to transform both the production of space and
the distribution of social and political power. This could move
architecture beyond a solely physical practice and redefines
academic and professional architecture as fields that envision
alternative futures and have the means to help realize them.
The third point that Nathan makes is that- architecture
should illustrate the value of alternative spatial practices with
a plurality of aesthetic and spatial modes of civic expression
that facilitate a diverse set of public realms. This will however
require discourse and action. Discourse is called for to address
the production of place as tied to specific positions within
a social matrix of power, culture, identity, and politics. Such
a discourse asks that architecture become a participatory
practice, one that engages diversity of thought, action, and
collectivity from the entire process from both within and without.
This suggests that projects should not be removed from the
influences that shape their realization, but should instead be
grounded in the processes and practice that mold our built
environment and our forms of social and political organizations.
Important examples of this are the projects presented
in the book “Design Like You Give a Damn”. This book is
compendium of innovative projects from around the world that
demonstrate the power of design to improve lives. The first book
to bring the best of humanitarian architecture and design to the
printed page, “Design Like You Give a Damn” offers a history of
the movement toward socially conscious design and showcases
more than 80 contemporary solutions to such urgent needs as
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basic shelter, health care, education, and access to clean
water, energy, and sanitation. “Design Like You Give a Damn”
is a resource for designers and humanitarian organizations
charged with rebuilding after disaster and engaged in the
search for sustainable development and design that engages
the user. It is also a call to action to anyone committed to
building a better world. Three projects that were picked out
from this book were Homeboy Industries located in Los Angeles
California, Hole-In-The-Wall-School located in New Delhi India,
and A Bridge Too Far located in China on Po River. The reason
these three projects were picked was because they identified
a specific need, designed for that need, and sustained that
need. From the beginning the designer engaged the user in
the entire process. It has been shown that if you engage the
user early on in the process, the end result is usually successful
and the user will use it. Involving the user in the design process
allows decisions of layout, placement, scale, material,
composition and so on be made in a more sensitive way.
Homeboy Industries started in 1992 by Father Gregory
Boyle designing a center to provide job training for gang
members in Los Angeles, from rival groups, and help them find a
job. Los Angeles has one of the highest levels of gang members
within their city and many of them end up in jail. So Father Boyle
wanted to address this need and establish a center that focused
on the gang members. By the late 1990’s the center needed a
larger space, so Father Boyle contacted the Detroit Collaborative
Design Center at University of Detroit Mercy. The DCDC is a
non-profit architecture firm that is located within the School of
Architecture at UDM. From the beginning the architect engaged
the user in the design phase by allowing former gang members
on the design team. The program consisted of a bakery, a silkscreening workshop, and other small businesses and job-training
services. Upon seeing the site, the architects knew that the way
the center engaged the street would be a critical component
of its design. Rather than creating barriers between the building
and street front, they removed all the security elements

and replaced them with large bulletproof-glass windows.
Architecturally one of the major challenges was connecting
the offices and printing facilities, which were built on different
levels. Due to the fact that most gang members were disabled
due to gang related violence, the team decided to celebrate
the wheelchair ramp and locate it in the center. What started
as a small company is now a three million dollar organization
that runs five businesses of its own; silk-screening operation,
landscaping services, bakery, café, free tattoos removal. One of
the most important elements that I got out of this project is how
the architect involved and engaged the user the entire process
of the design which allowed this project to become successful.
Mitra, who is a professor and chief scientist in India, asked
a simple question “what will happen if we stuck a computer in a
wall in a poor neighborhood and let children have free access of
it with no supervision?” This question resulted in Hole-in-the-WallSchools, which has been working to provide high-speed internet
access to children in rural areas of India since 1990. They are
installed on school playground and other playgrounds around
India, and so far forty-eight have been installed. Children From
the age of six to twelve mostly use them. They were designed to
encourage kids to become independent and learn free from
adults, exams, and other formal education. Children learned
basic computer skills such as surfing the internet, download music,
copy, save, and drag, all without instructions. The computers
are loaded with educational software, word applications,
and internet. The one concept that was taken away was the
reaction in how fast the community responded, interacted and
engaged themselves into a program that was truly needed.
Before 2005, 2,000 villagers in China would see their
simple bridge of planks, stone, and mud washed away from
heavy rain fall on a daily basis on Po River. This was the only
crossing for village children to go between school and home.
Wading across the river was their daily ritual and bruises, cuts,
and broken bones were not uncommon. July 17, 2005 designers
in China got together to build a bridge with 60 volunteers with
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their bare hands in 6 days; the project was called “A Bridge Too
Far”. The intent was to build the bridge using all local materials.
The piers were made from gabions-steel-mesh containers loaded
with rubble, so water could flow through them. The twenty
piers which supported the bridge were tapered at the edges
and oriented in the direction of the water flow, making them
more streamlined and less subject to wear and tear from river
currents. They were designed to be forgiving to the force of the
river in bad storms. The bridge flooring was designed in section
creating a staggering appearance; each section spanning
16 feet. The staggered planks of the decking mimic the old
patterns of the boards on mud that the villagers once used.
Upon reading “Design Like you Give A Damn”, there was
a need to research and interview local organizations within the
city of Detroit that provide solutions to specific needs. The first
organization that was looked at was Brightmoor Community
Center located in the north-west side of Detroit in Brightmoor, In
1922 B.E. Taylor realized that the Brightmoor area was in server
need of a medical clinic. This was because during the 20’s there
was a large amount of immigrants moving into Brightmoor due to
the auto factories. Because of this there was a sanitation problem
due to the lack of sewers and water system. So in response to
this Taylor brought in the Red Cross to set up a health clinic within
Brightmoor. In 1924 Taylor realized more service was needed, and
started a community center based in two homes which provided
health clinic, language and cooking classes. Then in 1958 Taylor
moved to Burt Rd. where the community funded to build their first
community center. Brightmoor Community Center, addresses
critical issues facing children, youth, adults, and seniors including
literacy, hunger, unemployment, education and abuse. With
Brightmoor I analyzed the programs and the size of them to
see if they were successful in address the needs in Brightmoor.
The second organization that was researched was LISC
Detroit located in the Detroit by Campus Marshes. LISC Detroit
started Through research in 1990, with funding from the ford
foundation, they founded a need to prevent foreclosures,

acquire and rehab vacant properties, and help homebuyers
finance the purchase of foreclosed homes; this result started
LISC Detroit. LISC provides technical and finical support to
partner organizations in Detroit that are helping residence
rehab and weatherize their homes. They provide loans, lines of
credit, grants and recoverable grants, and equity investments
which combines corporate, government and philanthropic
resources to help community-based groups to help revitalize
neighborhoods. The one thing that I really learned from LICS
Detroit was in how they made their site selection and the
process and research that went into play with that. The factors
they considered in their site selection were demographic data,
economic strength, housing conditions, neighborhood assets and
potential partners, and real estate development opportunities.
In looking how they choose certain areas within Detroit to focus
on, I am able to use the same process when choosing my site.
The third organization that was analyzed was Focus:
Hope located in the south-east Detroit on Oakman Blvd. Focus:
Hope was founded by Father Cunningham and Eleanor Josaitis in
1968, following the Detroit riots of 1967. They were both followers
of Martin Luther King and wanted to do something to bring the
black and white communities together. The Co-founders realized
that racism and poverty were real and wanted to develop
programs to address that. There campus is located adjacent to
Catholic Church of Madonna, which was Father Cunningham’s
parish on Oakman Blvd. in Detroit. The rest of the Boulevard was
an industrial corridor. As businesses moved out, Focus: Hope
began acquiring the buildings. The Focus: HOPE campus is
currently about 40 acres. One of the first things the founders
did was hired two researchers who provided volumes of data
regarding poverty in Detroit. They discovered that babies were
losing brain power, never to be regained, because of lack of
nutrition and that people in the city were paying twice as much
for the produce. Thus, the Food Program was started to address
that need. When the Food Program started in 1971, it served 300
families, today it serves more than 42,000 people every month.
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Following the food program, they realized that minorities
were not being hired, and could not find business that would
hire African American people. So Eleanor went to companies
and asked how they would like these people trained. They said
work ethic, work skill, and drug free. So in addition to the Food
Program, they opened the center for advanced technology and
machinist training center were hundreds of people receive job
training and education each year. Focus: Hope employees 300
people a year and about 2,000 volunteers a month also assist.
Bill Hartman, the Architect that designed the center for
advanced technology and machinist training center became
the architect by Phil Meath the director of the firm that he was
working at was involved in the community a lot and Phil got to know
Father Cunningham. Father Cunningham asked Phil if he could
send him someone that would help design the training centers,
so Phil sent Bill to Father Cunningham and Eleanor Josaitis as the
architect that would donate some design services for the buildings.
Bill thought that this would be a one week design process,
but turned out to be quite a project. The first thing they discussed
was the vision and mission of focus: hope. The initial discussions
were not technical at all, they talked about the feel that they
wanted to achieve for someone to work, visit and study there.
They challenged all three of these things and wanted to design a
facility that experienced these in different levels. They needed a
technology center, education center, and visitor’s center. Father
described it like star track meets Disney Land. They had 2,200 sq.
ft. of single floor space to work with. Father and Eleanor wanted a
clean look and wanted to challenge the transitional factory look,
so bill had to hide the things you would normally see in a factory.
Lighting was very important in the design. If a ray of light
struck a surface plate of the high tech machines that were in the
building it could destroy the machine. The original building was
designed with a saw tooth roof, and south facing windows. They
covered them up, and built power towers and pocked them up
through the roof and brought day lighting in from there so they
could contain natural lighting where they wanted it. They made

a “super tooth” facing the entrance, where the offices would
be. So natural lighting could come in and light up the entrance,
offices, and learning center; but would not directly hit where
the technology was. Any north facing window was covered
due to the tech plant. The plans were called “manufacturing
cell neighborhoods”; they viewed it as a city within a city. They
studied the relationships of streets, allies, and lots that Detroit
is made up of and designed out the floor plan the same way.
The power tower that punctured through the roof served
as a community center for that particular area that is was serving.
Each area was considered as a neighborhood. Down each
neighborhood was an alley; which was underground. There
was stored all the electrical and mechanical equipment for the
machines. This gave the plant the clean look the Father Cunningham
and Eleanor Josaitis wanted. The main stairs in the front of the
building off Oakman Blvd., was pushed out to fit the proper rise
and run. They placed a large window on the stairs landing facing
the street. This was meant for a metaphor that as you walk up the
stairs you would see the neighborhood outside, then as you turn to
go up you see the neighborhood inside the Tech. plant. A lot was
done with the relationship between the tech plant and education
and the community outside. Father’s mission was what we “desire”
we will make “feasible”. Engaging the community was also very
important. There were meeting rooms that could be used by the
community with a full bar that wedding and conferences were
held. The buildings were designed with the community and user
in mind at all times. This allowed the building to be both successful
in the layout and composition and the overall look of the design.
The building addresses the street front well and draws people
into the center. He engaged the community in the architecture
as much as he could and that is something that I would strive
for in my design. Metaphors were used in the design that spoke
about community, neighborhoods, and alleys that read very
well within the floor plan. Overall, all three of these organizations
are serving critical needs that Detroit faces. They have been
successful and sustainable in engaging the users within this city.
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Research was begun in Hamtramck observing the youth.
The process began by looking at a blog on line of Hamtramck
that citizens from that area would post. Through that blog
allowed areas to be pin pointed of Hamtramck that needed
attention. The two areas that had the most hits were on where
Caniff and Jos. Campau which had three public schools, library,
and Art Theater all within a block and a park called Veterans
Park along Jos. Campau. Veterans Park had hits on the blog
of drug and littering problems. When arriving to the site on the
weekend, during the day, the park was used by the local kids
who were playing tennis. Even though there was a lot of trash
on the ground, the park was still being used. I approached a
boy who was playing with his friends, and was asking him some
questions about the park and the area. The question was if
he feels safe at the park and he said “right now with the sun
out yes, but when the sun goes down us little kids leave and
the big kids come”, which bring the trash and drugs. Veterans
Park has great potential to become a park that gathers and
engages the youth of Hamtramck, it just needs to be designed
with the user in mind and be designed for the full twenty-four
hour day. The area of Caniff which was surrounded by public
schools had problems with after school fighting. Hamtramck
is very ethnically diverse and has many problems of fighting
between the different groups. There are very few programs for
the youth to be engaged in after school. Through investigation
it was concluded that students don’t really want to be in these
after school programs because they are just another structured
program for two hours, after being in school for six hours. Those
kids that are in the programs are there because both parents
are working. Those who are not in after school programs are
roaming the streets looking for something to do, which mostly
leads to trouble. Hamtramck does not have a place for kids to
be kids and teens to be teens. Also there are no businesses that
are geared towards the youth. Most of the businesses are for the
adults twenty-one and up. The few places that have something
for the youth to do like the library are not opened during hours

that the youth are out. After talking to locals on the street and
the youth and observing on my own it was concluded that
the youth in Hamtramck were being underserved. Hamtramck
does not have anything for the youth to do that recognizes,
engages, and transforms the youth in being productive citizens.
At the same time I became aware of the domestic-abuse
dilemma that Detroit has. Twenty-five percent of women in
Detroit are abused, and there is only one shelter that is available
for them to go to which only has sixty-seven beds. (Dybis) With
the economy heading down hill, domestic abuse has increased
seven percent this year. There is a strong need for another shelter
within this city. A recent article talks about Kalyn Risker who is the
founder and executive director of SAFE, Sisters Acquiring Financial
Empowerment. Kalyn is a single mother of two daughters and is
a survivor of domestic abuse. In 1998 on Labor Day weekend,
she was beaten by her husband unlit her eye sockets required
reconstructive surgery. (Dybis) She called the American Hot line
and they told her to go to Taylor, when she lived in Cork Town.
She didn’t want to move all the way to Taylor so she ended up
moving in with her mother. During that period she kept asking
herself, “What happens when mothers who are abused have no
family or means of transportation to get help”. (Dybis) She kept
all her emotions to herself and covered up her burses and started
working again at a small HMO in south-west Detroit. While working
at the small HMO Company which she got a great position in the
administration department, she came across many employees
who suffered from domestic-abuse, as she was in charge of the
firing and hiring. She noticed those women wearing sun glasses
inside, worker being stalked, and the janitor that needed the job
to maintain financial independence from an abuser. She also
noticed productivity and attendance being affected by certain
women working in her department. She received a phone call
from a woman saying “I sent you my resume; I am just trying to
get a job to keep food on the table for my kids and to keep my
house. I know my resume has gaps but I will do whatever it takes
to learn the job. I don’t have many skills, but I have been abused
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by my husband and now have three kids to take care of, could
you please help me out.” Kalyn ended up hiring that woman
but was laid off from her job shortly after because the company
was going out of business. It was around that time that Kalyn
knew something must be done for those who are abused and
came up with the idea for SAFE. SAFE mission is to equip survivors
of domestic violence with the appropriate financial tools and
resources needed to enable women to leave or recover from
the financial issues associated with domestic violence. The
services that SAFE provides are career mapping, resume writing,
interviewing skills, employments rights, and financial literacy.
From here Kalyn, introduced me to many leaders within
Detroit that deal with domestic abuse. I met Paula Callen, who is
the Project Director of Michigan Coalition against Domestic and
Sexual Violence. When meeting with Paula we talked about the
political and economic barriers that are involved with shelters.
Some of the barriers are cultural issues, land use, zoning, surrounding
area, and funding. I also met with Emma I. Peterson who is the
president and CEO of the YWCA Interim House and Curtis Steen
Frances who is the shelter Administrator. Both Emma and Curtis
were excited when I came to talk to them about the potential
of this thesis research to be of assistance in the development of
a program for a new shelter for battered mothers and children.
We began talking about the mission that they would
want, viewed as a learning environment not a shelter, for women
to become productive citizens. They currently do not own the
shelter which is why they are eager to move do to most of their
funding goes to rent, which then is a challenge in providing three
meals a day and clothing. They currently have unmet social
need, now serving an increasing number of clients with mental
challenges. The shelter has currently sixty-seven beds and with
twenty-five percent of women being abused there are not
enough beds or space to meet the growing needs. They currently
provide shelter for sixty to ninety days maximum. (Peterson) One
of their biggest problems today is that the Interim House has
the training and administration department which is housed

within the residential part. This leads to the battered women
not having a separate place to call home and a separate
place for training. Women often come to training sessions or
interview sessions improperly dressed and can become too
dependent on the administration because of the close proximity.
The YWCA of Metropolitan Detroit is dedicated to
eliminating racism, empowering women and promoting peace,
justice, freedom, and dignity for all. With domestic abuse, also
comes along youth problems that need to be addressed and
served. In 2009, 350 women and 1750 children were served at
the Interim House. The average age of the client at the Interim
House is twenty-two to twenty-five with three to four children
ranging in the age from zero to eight years old. (Peterson)
Do to the fact that children are the largest population in the
shelter, they are direct or indirect victims of domestic violence
with special needs and the most critical need is an education
children’s advocate. There needs to be a lot of attention in
training and protecting the mother, but also in training the kids
in a way to be productive and responsible citizens in society.
Domestic violence is real and happening on a daily basis; some
facts on domestic-abuse, twenty-five to forty-five percent of
all women who are battered are battered are beaten during
pregnancy, seventy-five percent of battered women try to
commit suicide, fifty-five percent of women perceive violence
as normal, with this said there are only 1,500 shelters for battered
women in the United States and 3,800 animal shelters.(Johnson)
It is time that this critical dilemma is taken serious and served.
In order to continue working with the YWCA and Emma
Peterson the thesis site had to be within Detroit city boundaries in
order to obtain funding. The search began for a new site location
in Detroit while still incorporating the research for Hamtramck. The
YWCA is interested in locating the new shelter on the east side of
Detroit, near transportation, medical, police, court house, schools
and be easily accessible. They are also interested in challenging
the layout of the rooms, and making it feel more like a home
and not a shelter. With talking to Emma we are looking at using
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an existing building on Anglin St. off of Conant St; St. Michael
Nursing Center. This former 180 bed nursing care facility is in great
condition to be renovated into a domestic-abuse shelter. St.
Michael Nursing Center is 56,458 square feet on three floors, with
18,820 square feet basement. The center is sitting on 1.64 acres
of land, which is an appropriate size for a new shelter. St. Michael
Nursing Center is also located near transportation, medical,
police, court house, schools, library and is easy accessible.
This thesis explores a collaborative process for a holistic
approach to the design of a shelter for battered women, an
educational training center, a youth center, and transitional
housing; which is inclusive of input from survivors of domestic
abuse, social workers, mental health professionals, community
organizations, and members of the community. The goal is to
address the youth problems and the domestic-abuse problems and
combine them into one program, in allowing reciprocal learning.
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Homeboy Industries. Los Angeles, Califorina
Finding jobs for former gang members
and convicts in businesses willing to
take a chance on young people at risk.

Architectural Precedents
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In 1992 Father Gregory Boyle designed a center to
provide job training for gang members in Los Angeles,
from rival groups, and help them find a job. By the late
1990’s the center need a larger space, so Father Boyle
contacted the DCDC at UDM for a new design. Former
gang members were on the design team, which would
contain a bakery, a silk-screening workshop, and other
small businesses and job-training services. Upon seeing
the site, the architects knew that the way the center
engaged the street would be a critical component of its
design. Most buildings in the neighborhood were boarded
up or covered in security bars. Drive by shootings were
not uncommon. Rather than creating barriers between
the building and street front, they removed all the security
elements and replaced them with large bulletproofglass windows. To show resilience, meetings took place
right in front of the windows for the entire neighborhood
to see. Architecturally one of the major challenges was
connecting the offices and printing facilities, which were
built on different levels. Due to the fact that most gang
members were disabled due to gang-related violence,
the team decided to celebrate the wheelchair ramp
and locate it in the center. What started as a small
company is now a three million dollar organization that
runs five business of its own; silk-screening operation,
landscaping services, bakery, café, and tattoo removal.
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www.you-are-here.com/mural/homeboy.html
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www.ryanrallankasj.blogspot.com/2010_06_01_archive.html
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/7294653@N07

Hole-In-The-Wall-Schools. New Delhi, India
What will happen if we stuck a computer in a
wall in a poor neighborhood and let children
have free access of it with no supervision?
Architectural Precedents
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Dr Sugata Mitra’s Hole-in-the-Wall schools program has
become a portal to the future and a connection to the
outside world for many Indian children. Mitra, a professor
and chief scientist has been working to provide high-speed
Internet access to children in rural areas of India since
1990. They are installed on school playground and other
playgrounds around India; so far 48 have been installed. It
was designed for children use only. The fold up canopies
are there to provide a height limitation, to discourage
adults from using them. Also, the opening to the keyboard
and mouse are sized for children’s use. To cut down on
maintenance, the computers have very few moving
parts and only the most basic functional keys. Children
From the age of six to twelve mostly use them. They were
designed to encourage learning free from adults, exams,
and other formal education. Through this program children
learned basic computer skills such as surfing the Internet,
download music, copy, save, drag, all without instructions.
The computers are loaded with educational software,
word applications, and Internet. In addition, parents say
that their child has learned to work together and share
in other aspects. “The Hole-in-the-Wall experiments have
given us a new, inexpensive, and reliable method for
bringing computer literacy and primary education to
areas where conventional schools are not functional. Such
facilities are not meant to replace schools and teachers;
they are meant to supplement, complement, and stand-in
for them-to help in areas of the earth where good schools
and good teachers are, for whatever reason, absent.”
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http://www.worldchanging.com/archives/011393.html
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www.socialter.fr/the-hole-in-the-wall/
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http://www.worldvisionreport.org/Stories/Week-of-January-9-2010/Hole-in-the-Wall-Computers

A Bridge Too Far. Po River, Gansu Province, China
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The new, permanent bridge has allowed
for uninterrupted commerce and enabled
children to attend school year round.

Every Year 2,000 villagers would see their simple bridge
of planks, stone, and mud washed away from heavy
rain fall. This was the only crossing for village children
to go between school and home. Wading across the
river was their daily ritual. Slipping, falling, bruises and
cuts were not uncommon. Students had to find a
way across the river to get to school regardless if the
bridge was there. July 17, 2005 the bridge was built
by 60 volunteers with their bare hands in 6 days. The
bridge was built using all local materials. The piers were
made from gabions-steel-mesh containers loaded
with rubble, so water could flow through them. The
twenty piers are tapered at the edges and oriented
in the direction of the water flow, making them more
streamlined and less subject to wear and tear from river
currents. They were designed to be forgiving to the
force of the river in bad storms. If one of these sections
would come off, a team of six villagers can lift it back
up on the pier. Each section spans sixteen feet. The
staggered planks of decking mimic the old patterns
of the boards on the mud that the villagers once used.

http://www.architecture.com/Awards/RIBAInternationalAwards/2006.com
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SOS Children’s Village Community Center, Chicago,
Studio Gang Architects

Architectural Precedents
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In America more than 518,000 children are in foster
care and most live in 6 or more foster homes. 46% never
finish high school and 84% have a child within 18 months

SOS provides a viable alternative to traditional foster
care. Children who come to live at SOS stay with their
biological brother/sister in a private home. SOS is the
largest non-denominational children care provider.
Open in 1993, toady it has 18 individual homes and a
recreational community center on its campus. They help
children whose world has been turned upside down
by parental abuse, neglect, or abandonment due to
separation or mothers being abused. They offer a place
to call home and a space to heal, rebuild a loving family
life. They provide resources, knowledge, and experience
they need to become healthy, thriving adults. Provide
better health, social skills, education, and career options.
Multi-faced public spaces in the building encourage a
range of learning opportunities and social interaction.
An-extra-wide stairs in the lobby doubles as classroom
seating and an impromptu stage for performance. A
large community room on the second floor serves as
classroom; exercise room, and meeting space, Daycare
classrooms on the ground floor are orientated around and
have direct access to a sunlit outdoor play area. Working
with budget constrains led to a design that expresses
its materiality in a direct way. Concrete is layered in
bands with color variation to reveal its liquid nature.

http://www.e-architect.co.uk/chicago_buildings.
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http://www.e-architect.co.uk/chicago_buildings.

http://www.e-architect.co.uk/chicago_buildings.
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http://www.arnewde.com/architecture-design/architecture-of-sos-childrenvillages-by-studio-gang-architects/
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http://homemoderns.com/lavezzorio-community-center-by-studio-gang-architects
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Organizations that
Serve a Need.....
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LISC Detroit. 660 Woodward Ave. Det. MI. 48226

Organizational Precedents
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LISC Detroit started in 1990 with funding from the ford
foundation. LISC offices are typically located in the
City’s Downtown business district. Through research
LISC founded a need to prevent foreclosures, acquire
and rehab vacant properties, and help homebuyers
finance the purchase of foreclosed homes in Detroit.
There was a need of affordable housing and a lack of
financial support. The factors considered in there site
selection are demographic data, economic strength,
housing conditions, neighborhood assets and potential
partners and real estate development opportunities.
LISC provides technical and financial support to
partner organizations that are helping residence
rehab and weatherize their homes. They provide
loans, lines of credit, grants, and equity investments
to help revitalize neighborhoods. LISC combines
corporate, government and philanthropic resources
to help community-based groups revitalize their
neighborhoods. LISC is the largest national community
development program and invested over thirty million
dollars in 2008 on residential and commercial property.
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Archives of LISC Detroit

Archives of LISC Detroit

Brightmoor Community Center. 14451 Burt Road. Det. MI. 48223
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B. E. Taylor started Brightmoor Community Center in 1922.
During the 1920’s there was a large amount of immigrants
moving into Brightmoor due to the auto factories. Due to the
large amount of people moving in there was a sanitation
problem due to the lack of sewers and water system. B. E.
Taylor contacted the Red Cross and set up a health clinic
in the Brightmoor Community. In 1924 Taylor realized more
service was needed, and started a community center
based in two homes which provided, a health clinic,
language and cooking classes and many other programs.
In 1942 more space was needed so they moved to a store
front on Fenkell St. Then in 1958 the community got together
and funded the first Brightmoor Community Center on
Burt Rd. The people in the community funded the entire
construction. In 1972 three additions where added, the
child care center, meeting rooms, and offices. Brightmoor
addresses critical issues facing children, youth, adults,
and seniors including literacy, hunger, unemployment,
education and substance abuse. The programs that they
offer at the community center are after school programs,
cub scouts, Brightmoor youth adventure, leadership
training program, Detroit young citizens, and new St. Paul
head start. Brightmoor also partners with local schools in
the area and hold several events such as mobile learning
center, B.A.B.E.S., and “Stepping” mentoring program.
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Focus: Hope. 1400 Oakman Bouldavard. Det. Mi. 48238
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Focus: Hope was founded by Father Cunningham
and Eleanor Josaitis in 1968, following the Detroit riots
of 1967. They were both followers of Martin Luther
King and wanted to do something to bring the black
and white communities together. The Co-founders
realized that racism and poverty were real and
wanted to develop programs to address that. There
campus is located adjacent to Catholic Church of
Madonna, which was Father Cunningham’s parish
on Oakman Blvd. in Detroit. The rest of the Boulevard
was an industrial corridor. As businesses moved out,
Focus: Hope began acquiring the buildings. The
Focus: HOPE campus is currently about 40 acres.
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Focus: Hope, History
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One of the first things the founders did was hired two
researchers who provided volumes of data regarding
poverty in Detroit. They discovered that babies were
losing brain power, never to be regained, because
of lack of nutrition and that people in the city were
paying twice as much for the produce. Thus, the Food
Program was started to address that need. When the
Food Program started in 1971, it served 300 families,
today it serves more than 42,000 people every month.
Following the food program, they realized that
minorities were not being hired, and could not find
business that would hire African American people. So
Eleanor went to companies and asked how you would
like these people trained. They said work ethic, work
skill, and drug free. So in addition to the Food Program,
they opened the center for advanced technology
and machinist training center were hundreds of
people receive job training and education each
year. Focus: Hope employees 300 people a year
and about 2,000 volunteers a month also assist.

Machinist Training Center
59
Community Food Center

Focus: Hope, Design
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Bill Hartman was the architect that designed the center
for advanced technology and machinist training center. The first thing they discussed was the vision and mission of focus: hope. The initial discussions were not technical at all, they talked about the feel that they wanted
to achieve for someone to work there, visit and study
there. They challenged all three of these things and
wanted to design a facility that experienced these in
different levels. They needed a technology center, education center, and visitor’s center. Father described
it like star track meets Disney Land. They had 2,200 sq.
ft. of single floor space to work with. Father and Eleanor wanted a clean look and wanted to challenge the
transitional factory look, so Bill had to hide the things
you would normally see in a factory. Lighting was very
important in the design. If a ray of light struck a surface
plate of the high tech machines that were in the building it could destroy the machine. The original building
was designed with saw tooth roof, with south facing
windows. They covered them up, and built power towers and pocked them up through the roof and brought
day lighting in from there so they could contain natural lighting where they wanted it. They made a “super
tooth” facing the entrance, where the offices would
be. So natural lighting could come in and light up the
entrance, offices, and learning center; but would not
directly hit where the technology was. Any north facing
window was covered due to the tech plant. The plans
were called “manufacturing cell neighborhoods”; they
looked at it as a city inside a city. They studied the relationships of streets, allies, and lots that Detroit is made
up of and planed out the floor plan the same way.

PIC. of main building,
Show Lighting
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Archives of Focus Hope

Focus: Hope, Detail
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The power tower that punctured through the roof served
as a community center for that particular area that is was
serving. Each area was considered as a neighborhood.
Down each neighborhood was an alley; which was
underground. There was stored all the electrical and
mechanical equipment for the machines. This gave
the plant the clean look the Father Cunningham and
Eleanor Josaitis wanted. The main stairs in the front of
the building off Oakman Blvd., was pushed out due to fit
the proper rise and run. They placed a large window on
the stairs landing facing the street. This was meant for a
metaphor that as you walk up the stairs you would see
the neighborhood outside, then as you turn to go up you
see the neighborhood inside the Tech plant. A lot was
done with the relationship between the tech plant and
education and the community outside. Father’s mission
was what we “desire” we will make “feasible”. Engaging
the community was also very important. There were
meeting rooms that could be used by the community with
a full bar where wedding and conferences were held at.
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Archives of Focus Hope
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Archives of Focus Hope
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Hamtramck, Michigan

The first area that I began researching and observing
is Hamtramck, with focus on the Youth. I began by
looking at a blog on line of Hamtramck that citizens
from that area would post. Through that blog I pin
pointed areas of Hamtramck that needed attention.
The two areas that I focused on where Caniff and
Jos. Campau which had three public schools,
library, and art theater all within a block, and a
park called Veterans Park along Jos. Campau.
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Potential Sites
Joseph Campau and Caniff:
after school fighting
ethnic problems
youth woundering the streets
robbery
Veterans Park, off Joseph Campau:
littering problem
drugs
poor lighting
kidnapping

public schools

parks

vacant land
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Google maps

Hamtramck, Michigan; Joseph Campau and Caniff
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Potential Sites

The area of Caniff which was sounded with public
schools had problems of after school fighting, this
was because Hamtramck is very diverse had has
many problems of ethnic groups fighting each
other and also there is nothing for the youth
to be engaged in after school. There are after
school programs that are offered, so I went to go
observe a few of them. I went to the elementary,
middle, and high school to get a wide range of
observation from one grade to the next. I found
out that students don’t really want to be in these
after school programs because they are just
another structured program for two hours, after
being in school for six hours. Those kids that are
in the programs are there because their parents
mostly put them in their due to the fact that both
parents are working. Those who are not in after
school programs are roaming the streets looking
for something to do, which mostly leads to trouble.

Hope Program; after school programs; response from the youth:
Dickenson West Elementary School….
Art Studio, Football and Basketball field,
School play ground, dance and music studio,
Record studio, history and art museum, year round use park
Kosciuszko Middle School....
Skate park, swimming pool, outdoor art and music studio,
Rock climbing, cleaning up the community, computer center,
Water Park
Hamtramck High School....
Open gym, Boxing, Rec. center, Skate park, Bike paths,
Public art, Retail for youth, Place to hang out with friends
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Google maps

Hamtramck, Michigan; Veterans Park, off Joseph Campau
Kids in Veterans Park….
“We have nothing to do in our neighborhood, everything is closed”
“Once the sun goes down the park changes and it is not safe, no lighting”
“Once we leave, the big kids come, which bring trash and drugs”
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Potential Sites

Veterans Park had hits on the blog of drug and littering problems.
When I went to go visit it on the weekend, which was during the
day, the park was indeed used by the local kids. There was indeed
a lot of trash on the ground, but the park was still being used. I
was talking to a boy who was playing with his friends, and was
asking him some questions about the park and the area. I asked
him if he feels safe here and he said “right now with the sun out
yes, but when the sun goes down us little kids leave and the big
kids come”, which bring the trash and drugs. Veterans Park has
great potential to become a park that gathers and engages
the youth of Hamtramck, it just needs to be designed with the
user in mind and be designed for the full twenty-four hour day.
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Hamtramck, Michigan

Commits from the
Community:
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Potential Sites
Older man outside his home….
“Get these stupid kids off the street, we the elder are the targets”
They have nothing to do so they find trouble
The school does not spend enough money in after school programs or sports
They closed 4 schools; 1 high school, 3 grade schools- enrolment down
Lot’s of Muslim people moved in; don’t believe in birth control so there increasing fast
Liberian, Tamara Sochacka….
There are not enough quality programs that engage the youth
No supervision or involvement from family
Most of the youth that comes to the library are girls..boys?
All of the businesses open are geared towards 21 years old and up
The after school programs should collaborate with each other so they are not the same
Hamtramck needs new ideas that get the youth engaged, excited, and involved
Older Lady taking care of a community garden….
There needs to be a place where the youth can go to after school hours and on weekends.
Library needs to be open seven days a week
They don’t have nearly enough computers
No activates for kinds to do to keep them off the street
Move theater, technology center, skating rink, and bowling alley
Fighting after school can be a problem; cultural and ethnic problems
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Total Population: 23,164
male: 54%
female: 46%
Age Group:
5 and under: 10%
18-64: 80%
65 and older: 10%
Race
African American: 13%
White: 74%
Education:
High School Gradute: 68%
Bachlor’s Degree or Higher: 9%
Disability Status: 28%
Families Below poverty: 43%

St. Michael’s Nursing Center,19175 Anglin St. Detroit. Mi. 48234
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Potential Sites

The site chosen was using a existing building on Anglin St. off
of Conant St; St. Michael Nursing Center. This former 180 bed
nursing care facility is in great condition to be renovated
into a domestic-abuse shelter. St. Michael Nursing Center is
56,458 square feet on three floors, with 18,820 square feet
basement. The center is sitting on 1.64 acres of land, which is an
appropriate size for a new shelter. St. Michael Nursing Center is
also located near transportation, medical, police, court house,
schools, library and is easy accessible. Similar to the Hamtramck
site the youth in this site are also under served and there is also
a drug and littering problem. There is nothing in this area that
engages or interacts with the youth. St. Michaels Nursing Home
is next to an active convalescent center called Americare
Convalescent Center; which make this area a good location
for a new shelter. The area is sounded with a high populated
neighborhood which has plenty of youth. Along seven mile
there are plenty of retail, restraints, and clothing store; allowing
any new program to work well with the existing businesses. Also
along seven mile and conant st. there are local bus stops every
block; which makes easy for transportation, and accessibility.
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Google maps
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Potential Sites
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St. Michael Nursing Center
19175 anglin st. detroit, mi. 48234
date built: 1989
former 180 bed nursing facility
56,458 sf. on three floors
18,820 sf. basement
fenced parking lot (50+spaces)
1.64 acres
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Detroit Domestic-Abuse Dilemma
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Identifying the need

While researching and observing the youth
in Hamtramck, I came across an article that
addresses the domestic-abuse dilemma that
Detroit has. Twenty-five percent of women in
Detroit are abused, and there is only one shelter
that is available for them to go to which only has
sixty-seven beds. With the economy heading
down hill, this year domestic abuse has increased
seven percent this year. There is a strong need for
another shelter within this city. Domestic violence
is caused by one partner’s need for ultimate
power and control in the relationship. They are
caused by Stress Situations, Intense Jealousy,
Frutration, Alcohol or Drug abuse, Childhood
experience of abuse, and Mental Disorder.

Domestic Violence Wheel;
Power and Control
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Article on Domestic-Abuse Dilemma
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Identifying the need

The article talks about Kalyn Risker who is the founder
and executive director of SAFE, Sisters Acquiring Financial
Empowerment. Kalyn is a single mother of two daughters
and is a survivor of domestic abuse. In 1998 on Labor Day
weekend, she was beaten by her husband unlit her eye
sockets required reconstructive surgery. She called the
American Hot line and they told her to go to Taylor, when
she lived in Cork Town. She didn’t want to move all the way
to Taylor so she ended up moving in with her mother; she
kept asking herself, “what happens when mothers who are
abused have no family or means of transportation to get
help”. Her doctor would not give her a return to work note
due to her vision and with two daughters and bills to pay
Kalyn needed to start earning money again. So she quit her
job and started to work at a payroll company a small HMO
in southwest Detroit. She kept all her emotions and burses to
herself and started working again. While working at the small
HMO Company in the administration department, she came
across many employees who suffered domestic-abuse.

She noticed those women wearing sun glasses inside, worker
being stalked, and the janitorial that needed the job to maintain
financial independence from an abuser. She also noticed
productivity and attendance being affected by certain women
working in her department. She received a phone call from a
women saying “I sent you my resume, I am just trying to get a job
to keep food on the table for my kids and to keep my house. I
know my resume has gaps but I will do whatever it takes to learn
the job. I don’t have many skills, but I have been abused by my
husband and now have three kids to take care of, could you
please help me out.” Kalyn was shortly laid off from her job due to
the company going out of business. It was around that time that
Kalyn knew something must be done for those who are abused
and came up with the idea for SAFE. SAFE mission is to equip
survivors of domestic violence with the appropriate financial tools
and resources needed to enable women to leave or recover from
the economic portion of domestic violence. The services that
SAFE provides are career mapping, resume writing, interviewing
skills, employments rights, safe ceo’s, and financial literacy.
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YWCA of Metropolitan Detroit
Yong Women Christian Association
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Identifying the need

After talking to Kalyn, she introduced me to many leaders within
Detroit that deal with domestic abuse. I meet Paula Callen, who
is the Project Director of Michigan Coalition against Domestic
and Sexual Violence. When I meet with Paula we talked about
the political and economic barriers that are involved with
shelters. Some of the barriers are cultural issues, land use, zoning,
surrounding area, and funding. I also meet with Emma I. Peterson
who is the president and CEO of the YWCA Interim House and
Curtis Steen Frances who is the shelter Administrator. When I
went to talk to Emma she was working on getting a proposal
together to send to Lancing to get funding for a new shelter
within Detroit. Both Emma and Curtis were excited when I came
to talk to them about the potentially of this thesis research to
be of assistance in the development of a program for battered
mothers and children. The final product of this Thesis could be
a new marketing package for the new YWCA Interim House.
We began talking about the mission that they would want,
viewed as a learning environment not a shelter, for women
to become productive citizens. They currently have unmeet
social need, with now serving clients with mental challenges.

The shelter has currently sixty-seven beds and with twentyfive percent of women being abused there are not
enough beds or space to meet needs. Emma is interested
in locating the new shelter on the east side of Detroit, near
transportation, medical, police, court house, schools and
be easy accessible. The YWCA of Metropolitan Detroit is
dedicated to eliminating racism, empowering women and
promoting peace, justice, freedom, and dignity for all. With
domestic abuse, also comes along youth problems that
need to be addressed and served. In 2009, 350 women
and 1750 children were served at the Interim House. The
average age of the client at the Interim House is twentytwo to twenty-five with three to four children ranging in
the age from zero to eight years old. Do to the fact that
children are the largest population in the shelter, they are
direct or indirect victims of domestic violence with special
needs and the most critical need is an education children’s
advocate. There needs to be a lot of attention in training
and protecting the mother, but also in training the kids in
a way to be productive and responsible citizens in society.
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YWCA Interim House, 1997
24-hour shelter / 7 days a week
67- bed shelter
provide food and clothing
individual and group counseling
legal advocacy
sexual assault advocacy
childcare services
transportation
education and life-skills training
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Identifying the need

Day Care Center
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Existing Floor Plans of Interim House
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Program: Shelter for Battered Mothers and Children
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Schematic Design

Program Layouts:
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When placing the programs throughout the site, decisions were made based on surrounding context, land
use, zoning requirements, and security. It was decided that the shelter and training center must be located
within the same building due to the fact that some abusers follow the abused. The transitional housing will be
located directly behind the shelter, utilizing the foreclosed or vacant homes within that neighborhood. Through
research it was founded that transitional housing is successful when placing a mother and her children in her
own home, where she must take full responsibility of the property and pay ten percent of her income for rent. The
youth center and skate park will be combined on one site where the two programs will work together as one.

Designing a Shelter for Battered Mothers and Children
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Schematic Design

Once the placement of the programs was decided, the
process of modifying the existing nursing home into a
shelter for battered women was started. The intent was to
break up the mass of the existing building, allowing natural
day light to enter the core of the building. Also designing
outdoor spaces were the mothers could go outside and
be safe. The section model shows the placement of the
programs in response to the ground level. The basement
will have all the support services that are needed with a
shelter and training center. On the main floor there will
be the training center and the administration for both
the training center and shelter. On the second and third
floor will be the residential rooms, day care and fitness
center. They are located off the ground floor for security
purposes, so in the case of an abuser stalking one of the
abused mothers they don’t have direct access to them.

Massing Models of Shelter :
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Diagrammatic Section of Shelter :
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Final Master Plan

Green Way
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Final Design

The Shelter and Training Center are located within the existing building
off Anglin St. The shelter which takes up most of the building is shaded
pink and the training center is shaded yellow. The youth center and
skate park which is located on the corner of Seven Mile and Anglin St.
is open to the community and the battered women which is shaded
mauve. Between the training center and the skate park is an urban
garden with a basketball court, which allows for interaction between
the community and the abused. Behind the shelter is a Green Way
which was designed to allow there to be a connection between the
shelter and the neighborhood. Both the Green way and the Urban Park
were designed for the intent for the abused to learn from the youth and
the youth to learn for the abused. This will not only allow for the battered
mothers to heal faster, but allow the youth to be aware of domestic
violence so it will not happen to them. The transitional housing is located
in the neighborhood behind the shelter. The homes that are shaded
purple identify which homes are foreclosed or for sale which would be
purchased by COTS for transitional housing. COTS is a company that only
deals with transitional housing, which works with the YWCA in providing
transitional housing for those mothers in need after their stay in the shelter .
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Building Construction
Connection of Metal Screen to Existing Wall

New Construction
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Multipurpose Gymnasium

Existing CMU Wall

Fiber Cement Panels

IPE Wood

Metal Panel
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Building Form
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Final Design

The form of the Shelter was developed through a series of sections and
plans. The decisions of cutting into the building or extruding out was due to
allow day lighting into the core or the building and also to all the maximum
of day lighting into the residential rooms. The current Interim House is set
up that all the rooms are along a long corridor and each room has one
window at the end of the room with bunk beds on either side. Upon visiting
the Interim House and talking to the Battered women, it was concluded
that having more than one window in each room will allow the rooms
to feel more open and not so jail like feeling. Also access to the outside
was an important element that was missing in the current shelter. The new
design allows access to the outside from each bedroom. Also the battered
women have no place where they can interact with each other and allow
for faster heeling. The Interim House has individual rooms that does not allow
for families to interact. This design was set up for each unit has four bed
rooms with individual bathrooms. In the middle of the bedrooms is a sheared
community living room and kitchen. This allows each mother to have their
own private space and a community space. In addressing the material
chosen with the shelter, a metal screen was added to the existing front
facades for ascetic and security reasons. When carving into the building, a
light color fiber cement panel was chosen, this was because due to the fact
that the building was cut into the existing building, a look that represented
drywall would be appropriate. When extruding out from the existing building,
IPE wood would be the exterior material. IPE wood is very dense and has
the same fire rating as steel and concrete which can be used in residential
design. This will give that worm feeling that the battered women wanted.

The form of the Skate Park and Youth
Center was developed also through
a series of section and plans. Due
to the fact that there are two uses
in one building, the plans were first
developed for the youth center
and then the plan for the skate park
was over laid on top. The building
took form based on the use of the
programs. The skate park ramps took
form by developing the youth center
program within the building. The
material of the skate park will be precast cement panels with IPE wood
benches that rap around the skate
park. The skate park and youth center
is located at the corner of Seven
Mile and Anglin St. The intent was to
build off Seven mile and allow there
to be a transition from Seven Mile to
The Shelter for battered women. Also
building on Seven Mile develops the
street front of Seven Mile and allows
there to be a program that is open to
the community at all times of the day.
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Floor Plans for Shelter and Training Center
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Final Design
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Detail of Residential Units

Existing Wall Meeting New Construction
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Final Design

Community Living Room and Kitchen
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Building’s Façade
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Final Design
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Render from Anglin St. Next to Nursing Home
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Final Design
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Render from Corner of Seven Mile and Anglin St.
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117

Night Render from Anglin St. Next
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Final Design
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rooftop garden: South - east side
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Final Design

A roof top garden was designed for a safe place
where battered women and their children can go
and play and interact with one another. The roof
would be the safest place for battered woman to
go to and experience the outdoor environment.
In addressing to human scale and exposure to the
outside, metal trellises were placed at the entrances
of the roof garden every five feet. Between the
trellises is IPE wood for vegetation to grow on. This
will allow the women not to feel as exposed and
provide a more cozy feeling in an urban setting.
This was one element that the current Interim House
does not have. Through talking to the women in
the shelter it was founded that containing the
women in an institution and not providing access
to the outside led to depression. Outdoor spaces
were an important element in this design and
in the heeling process for a battered woman.
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rooftop garden: south - west side
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Final Design
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Conclusion
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Unfortunately, family violence happens everywhere, and in
all communities. The physical, emotional, and sexual abuse
of a child, spouse, partner, or older person constitutes family
violence. Abuse may include just one episode, or repeated
intimidation or attacks. The pain reverberates throughout the
home and the entire community. Family violence is scary,
but you can make a choice to help yourself and your family.
Remember, you are not alone. More than half of all American
couples experience one episode of violence between
partners. Not one organization or shelter could address the
need of domestic abuse that Detroit has. If this project would
be carried out, there needs to be an extremely collaborative
effort, pulled together by organizations, citizens, religious,
civic, and social groups. Because this was an architectural
thesis, the primary focus was on the physical implications
of such a program and assessment of place needs could
change the way people evaluate and create communities.
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